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Finding our Forever (Book 2 of 3) For readers 18 and up. When tragedy strikes it doesn’t always signal the end. Sometimes it can mean a new beginning... Still reeling from the events of the past culminating in her devastating loss, an emotionally scarred Lillian Ly is determined to follow her heart and temporarily forego a bright academic career to keep alive the only thing that matters, being with the man she loves. Guilt pours over Carson Bradley like molten lava, but despite his shame, he cannot let her go. She is the flame to his fire, the soul of his heart. Without Lillian by his side, he is just a body without a warm pulse. Now with news of two missing researchers, whose survival is based on a drug formula that he is unable to deliver, he fears the kidnappers will stop at nothing to get what they want—a ensuring Lillian™s life is also in danger. Desperate to obtain the missing drug components and keep Lillian safe, Carson’s unreasonable behavior combined with Lillian™s strong-defensive will - collide - threatening their future. Lillian knows she loves him irrevocably, but can she survive in Carson’s volatile world?

**Synopsis**

For readers 18 and up. When tragedy strikes it doesn’t always signal the end. Sometimes it can mean a new beginning... Still reeling from the events of the past culminating in her devastating loss, an emotionally scarred Lillian Ly is determined to follow her heart and temporarily forego a bright academic career to keep alive the only thing that matters, being with the man she loves. Guilt pours over Carson Bradley like molten lava, but despite his shame, he cannot let her go. She is the flame to his fire, the soul of his heart. Without Lillian by his side, he is just a body without a warm pulse. Now with news of two missing researchers, whose survival is based on a drug formula that he is unable to deliver, he fears the kidnappers will stop at nothing to get what they want—a ensuring Lillian™s life is also in danger. Desperate to obtain the missing drug components and keep Lillian safe, Carson’s unreasonable behavior combined with Lillian™s strong-defensive will - collide - threatening their future. Lillian knows she loves him irrevocably, but can she survive in Carson’s volatile world?
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**Customer Reviews**

The second book in a trilogy, Carson and Lil™s story continues. You definitely want to read Beginning with Forever™ to find out how they met and the emotional, dramatic events that have
brought them to this point. After the devastating accident, Carson whisks Lily back to the states and into seclusion at this home. Hiding from her how truly worried he is, Carson frantically gathers his teams together to find out who is responsible for the accident as well as try to find his missing researchers. Was this simply ruthless business rivals trying to gain access to the new cancer drug his company was close to perfecting? Or was this more personal? Lily is still reeling from the emotional and physical trauma and has pulled away from Carson. Desperate to keep her safe but unwilling to allow the distance to remain between them, Carson is determined to find and eliminate any threat against Lily while regaining the loving relationship they had. Would Lily stay safe and would their love survive under the threat of even more violence? I enjoyed the second installment in the series with drama taking a back seat to building more understanding of all the players involved and the motivations behind them. There is romance of course, watching Carson and Lily find their way back to each other is sexy and sweet at the same time. This is also a complex "who dun nitâ• with a host of possible suspects and intriguing plot twists. While Carson and Lily’s relationship is integral to the story, the mystery surrounding the missing researchers takes centre-stage. New and old characters provide support, and conflict, to the recovering duo with Carson’s cousin Nikki providing a breath of fresh air as she tries to help bridge the gap between the two.
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